Chrissy’s SCUBA
Journey

Our Mission is to educate, empower and promote adaptive SCUBA diving to the physically
challenged community.

In 2013, Christine Kaestle developed a

If you would like to support our mission, you
can do so easily. Either by shopping online

blood disease which necessitated
amputation of all four of her limbs to

Adaptive
Diving
Association

save her life. Chrissy’s tenacity to live
the rest of her life as fully as possible

a Non-profit 501 (c) (3) Public Charity.

or by donating via one of these sites

brought her to the pool to try SCUBA.
In 2014, after a brief but life changing
Adaptive SCUBA experience… Chrissy
was hooked! She quickly realized
SCUBA could provide her with the

or designating a donation to us during your
company’s fundraising campaign at work...

ability to be free from the confines of
gravity where she could do things not
possible on land!

Donor Choice Program
Agency ID 53510

After a short time in the pool, training
with our volunteer staff, Chrissy was
independently swimming laps

“creating new possibilities ”

underwater assisted by a set of arm
and leg fins custom designed for her .

Visit us on the web @
www.AdaptiveDivingAssociation.org
Follow us on

Adaptive Diving Association
153 Centennial Street—Box 144
Schwenksville, PA 19473
Phone (832) 232-3483
email: adaptivedivingassociation@gmail.com

SCUBA for Veterans

Adaptive Diving Experience

This program serves our veterans who are looking
to restore their independence, self confidence
and self-esteem by learning SCUBA Diving.

Everyone can benefit from this experience!
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Research studies shows that adaptive sports and
recreation participation among veterans
returning from combat with acquired disabilities
experience a better quality of life and improved
mood states.
Beth is our newest Adaptive diver! Beth is the
second quad amputee to become independent
on SCUBA after completing our Adaptive
Diving Skills Training program. Beth loved to
do beading and quilting before her amputation
surgery - She has discovered SCUBA to be a
wonderful new way to enjoy life !

1 Outcomes of Adaptive Sports and Recreation Participation among Veterans
Returning from Combat with Acquired Disability (Lundberg, etal) Published 2011
Therapeutic Recreation Journal Vol XLV No 2

This program is especially designed for
anyone who wants to try SCUBA .
Each person is individually assessed and
receives a customized fun & safe
experience!
This program is beneficial for anyone with
mobility issues caused by spinal cord injury,
traumatic brain injury, MS, Spina Bifida, and
other maladies over the age of 10 years old!

Adaptive Diving Skills Training
This program provides training of basic SCUBA
diving skills to allow the adaptive diver to
become independent on SCUBA in the pool. This
training allows the diver to experience the zero
gravity environment under water giving the
freedom of movement that only SCUBA diving
can provide!

Frank is a Viet Nam Veteran who loss his left leg
after being wounded in battle. After learning
Adaptive SCUBA - You can’t keep Frank out of
the pool !

Adaptive Diving Association is a registered 501
(c)(3) non-profit public charity which depends
on the generosity of people like you to support
our programs. We are a volunteer based organization … every dime donated is spend on
helping others experience the zero gravity
freedom that only SCUBA diving can provide!

Katie suffered a traumatic brain injury at the
age of 16 . Her smile just after her first
Adaptive SCUBA experience SAYS IT ALL!!!

